
Tutorial



This PDF file shows you how to use CP-VEW2.xlsx
Workbook to calculate measures of crude protein

variability in finished feed formulated by the 2-Bin
Method using simulation analysis.



CP-VEW2.xlsx Tool Overview

Settings used to separate the simulated
CP values of the batches of ingredients
(columns K & L) into low CP (below-avg.)
or high CP (above-avg.) batches

Batch ID

CP values of the
separated batches of
ingredients

CP values of the
unseparated batches
of ingredients

CP
Statistics
Input
Section

Ingredient Prices Simulation Analysis Output Section

Ingredient used and
the cost of feed

CP content of the finished batches of
feed and its level (1= equal or above
minimum specification of 23%;
0=below 23%)



4 Steps to calculate measures of crude protein
variability in feed using CP-VEW2.xlsx Workbook

Step 1- Calculate CP means for below- and
above-average batches for each ingredient
using the workbook TND Calculator.xlsx.

Step 2- Formulate feed using the calculated
CP means from step 1.

Step 3- Generate CP simulations using the
mean and SD of CP.

Step 4- Calculate the measures of crude
protein variability of the finished feed.



Step 1- Calculate CP means for below- and
above-average batches for each ingredient
using the workbook TND Calculator.xlsx.

CP means for the separated batches are calculated
here after recalculating the worksheet

CP statistics to
be simulated are
entered here

CP simulations of
the ingredients



The ingredient amounts of the feed formulated
with the CP values of interest can be obtained

using WUFFFDA Workbook



Step 2- Formulate feed using the calculated
CP means from step 1.

The low-CP and high-CP
portions of the same
ingredient are specified in
1:1 ratios to formulate feed
with equal proportions

Each of the low-CP and high-
CP ingredient is used as an
independent ingredient in the
ingredient composition matrix



Step 2- Formulate feed using the calculated
CP means from step 1.

Use regression equations to
predict each amino acid as a
function of CP for each ingredient

CP means for the
ingredients which are
obtained from the TND
Calculator.xlsx



Step 2- Formulate feed using the calculated
CP means from step 1.

Transfer ingredient amounts
into the Simulations worksheet
of the CP-VEW2.xlsx Workbook



The amounts of the ingredients
obtained from WUFFFDA Workbook



Step 3- Generate CP simulations using the
mean and SD of CP.

The CP mean and its SD
for each ingredient are
entered here

The simulated CP population for each ingredient
are generated after recalculating the worksheet
(press the F9 key). The simulated CP values are
then sorted automatically into low CP (below-
avg.) or high CP (above-avg.) batches (columns M
through P).



Ingredient prices can be
updated in this section



Step 4- Calculate the measures of crude
protein variability of the finished feed.

After the simulated populations of
CP in step 3 are generated, the user
can calculate measures of crude
protein variability (SD and CV) by
recalculating the worksheet



The proportion of the batches of feed that lie
above any CP level can be estimated by entering
the CP value in cell N6 and the proportion will
appear in cell AB6 (for example in the current
settings, 96.08% of the simulated batches of
feed are equal or above 22.50%)



Remember new CP statistics and/or new feed
ingredients can be used in this workbook by
making the appropriate adjustments to the
WUFDFDA and CP-VEW2.xlsx Workbook


